We analyse the proximity effect in hybrid nanoscale junctions involving superconducting leads. We develop a general framework for the analysis of the proximity effect using the same theoretical methods typically employed for the analysis of conductance properties. We apply our method to a normal-superconductor tunnel contact and compare our results to previous results.
Introduction
Recently there has been significant progress both experimentally and theoretically in the study of hybrid nanoscale junctions involving superconductors [1] - [3] due to the possibility of transfer of electron pairs from superconductors to differently ordered materials. If the superconductor is attached to two (e.g. normal conducting) leading the Cooper pairs from the superconductor may split and form an entangled electron pair via the process of crossed Andreev reflection [4] .
The possibility of generating entanglement by such transfers is the building block for future quantum computational applications of superconductor hybrids and has been successfully demonstrated experimentally [5] [6] . However, the underlying physical details are still not completely understood since many experimental setups involve complicated setups not using superconductors directly but using the proximity effect of superconducting correlations [5] [6] . So far the focus of most theoretical studies has been transport properties of such structures in non-equilibrium [7] . However, apart from the current also the induced gaps in the attached materials are measurable and provide valuable information about the transfer of electron pairs [8] .
In this work, we provide first steps towards understanding the proximity effect in superconductor hybrid structures by studying the proximity effect in a normal-superconductor junction at low transparency using the same technical formalism as for typical studies of transport properties [9] [10] . A typical setup of a normal-superconductor quantum point contact (NS QPC) is illustrated in Figure 1 .
We compute the full spatial development of the induced gaps close to the superconductor-normal conductor interface and compare them to other studies of similar junctions using a different approach.
The paper is structured as follows: in Chapter 2 we describe the similarity of BCS-theory and induced superconductivity in order to derive a gap equation for the anomalous Green's functions. We calculate the latter in Chapter 3 and derive the gaps in the superconductor and in the normal conductor. In Chapter 4 we perform the calculation of the spatial development of the gap and compare our results to a different approach in Chapter 5. We conclude in Chapter 6.
Correspondence to Strongly Coupling Theory
We study a one-dimensional contact between a superconductor and a normal conductor, meaning that we assume that the contact area between both materials is small enough and the spatial restrictions such that the system can be effectively considered one-dimensional as far as the interface is concerned.
This description can be easily enhanced to systems with larger extension along the direction normal to the interface, since these would correspond to several instances of the below mentioned system with the assumption that these transport channels do not interact [11] [12] . If the transport channels interact the result will be different, e.g. fractal scaling in the spectrum of such structures has been observed [13] .
In the case of the present work the system can be described by the following Hamiltonian
H 1 refers to the normal metal which is modelled as a non-interacting fermionic continuum at a chemical potential μ 1 , written in terms of electron field operators ρ . H 2 refers to the superconductor that is described by the BCS Hamiltonian with the gap Δ assumed to be real ( )
As in typical treatments of superconductor-hybrid structures we keep the superconductor at 2 0 µ = so that the bias voltage 
Tunneling between the two electrodes is assumed to occur locally (at x = 0) and the corresponding Hamiltonian is given by [14] ( )
We solve the corresponding Dyson equations using the Hamiltonian approach [10] , meaning that we calculate the full Green's functions characterizing the Hamiltonian using units such that 1 G F and R F + , meaning the normal and the two anomalous Green's functions. In the presence of external magnetic fields the treatment will be different. In this case we would have to include the effect of a magnetic field via the Usadel equation and obtain the necessary Green's functions from it [15] . In this work we will not include external fields.
Their corresponding Dyson equations have been illustrated in Figure 2 . The structure of the Green's function can now be compared to the Green's functions of strong coupling theory [16] .
The strong coupling theory is applicable to superconductors for which the electron-phonon coupling is quite strong and hence the BCS theory is not a good description. Instead the starting point for the strong coupling theory is an effective interaction including a screened Coulomb interaction as well as a screened phonon interaction. The Matsubara GFs are calculated self-consistently including the phonon-interaction by an effective potential. The Dyson equations are illustrated in Figure 3 where the effective interaction is drawn as an arc with an arrow underneath. The self-energies are named S and W. The normal GF is drawn as a dashed arrow and the full GFs are again indicated by a doubled line.
The Dyson equations look very similar to those obtained for the NS QPC. Indeed the Dyson equations are of the above type for all typical normal-superconductor hybrids (e.g. involving quantum dots [4] [17] [18] , ferromagnets [19] [20] [21] or Majorana fermions [22] ). The self-energies S and W, respectively correspond to the self-energies by the normal and the anomalous GF of the superconducting electrode in the case of NS QPCs. This correspondence allows us to derive a gap equation for both sides of the normal-superconductor junction and to derive the local value of the pairing gap.
Gap Equation
Due to the strong similarity between strong coupling theory and the theory of NSQPCs as obtained from the comparison of the corresponding Dyson equations it is also be possible to derive the gap structure at x = 0 like in strong coupling theory.
The superconducting gap may be derived from the retarded anomalous equal time Green's function (mind the appropriate normalization of the Fourier transform) 
We only evaluated the retarded anomalous GF for the normal and superconducting side using the approximation of small interface transparency illustrated in [18] in order to simplify the emerging expressions. The full expressions can also be used but analytical progress is limited to numerical evaluations.
The corresponding simplified retarded GFs without coupling are given in [23] [24] . From them we calculate the GFs including the tunnel coupling to the other lead and acquire the following expression for the superconducting gap induced on the normal side (energies measured in units of ∆) ( )
The abbreviation ( )
πγ ρ ρ Γ = can be regarded as the transparency of the tunneling contact. The appearing superconducting gap on the normal side is often referred to as the minigap [25] . For the superconducting side the expression becomes 
The expressions f 1 (0) and f 2 (0) are therefore obtained directly from the corresponding GFs including tunneling. They correspond to the pairing potential (or energy gap) close to the interface in the normal conducting side and the superconducting side. One observes that the pairing potential at the interface in the superconductor is reduced due to the presence of the normal conductor.
It can be seen from Equation (7) and Equation (9) This means that, if the voltage on the normal side is driven above or below the minigap, no minigap will be observed.
The only temperature dependence originates from the temperature dependence of the bulk gap value ∆. So far this temperature dependence was not discussed as energies were only considered when normalized to the gap. The dependence of ∆ on temperature is given by the Thouless formula [26] ( ) ( )
where T refers to the temperature of the experiment in question and T c refers to the critical temperature of the bulk superconductor. Equation (10) in turn also means that the critical temperature for the observation of the proximity effect is the same as for the observation of superconductivity in the bulk superconductor.
Induced Superconductivity
From Equation (7) and Equation (9) it is obvious that the superconducting order parameter at an NS interface extends into the normal metal. This behavior is well-known [27] and the spatial extension of the minigap into the normal conductor as well as the spatial extension of the suppression of the gap in the superconductor have been the subject of intense research [28] .
Changes of the order parameter can be described by the Ginzburg-Landau equation [29] that reads at zero magnetic field and in one dimension
where the phenomenological parameters α and β can take two different values depending on whether we are in the normal conducting or the superconducting side. The solution for a constant order parameter is either 0 ∆ = (normal conductor) or 2 2 α β ∆ = for 2 0 α < and 2 0 β > as it must be for a non-vanishing order parameter in the superconductor. We introduce a dimensionless function
on which side of the junction is considered) so that Equation (11) can be rewritten as
The emerging characteristic length scale for the problem is 1 2
, also known as the GinzburgLandau length.
We solve the Ginzburg-Landau equation in the superconductor and in the normal metal using boundary conditions at x = 0 derived before (see Equation (7) and Equation (9)) and the obvious boundary conditions that ( )
The solution for the superconducting side is 
For the normal conducting side we obtain ( ) ( )
Both solutions taken together allow the gap to be calculated as a function of x and the parameters ξ 1/2 . Mind that the above solution is fully analytic not involving numerical calculations.
Comparison with Known Results
The gap equation in infinite NS double layer systems (not quantum point contacts) has been considered [30] using a quasi classical GF theory [31] . However, the derivation in [30] uses an energy independent reflection coefficient and a self-consistent pair potential to describe the spatial development and the boundary conditions for at the interface.
In [30] the gap is calculated numerically as a function of x ξ , where ξ is the coherence length of the superconductor and ξ 1/2 are expressed as multiples of this value. The calculation is done for a fixed value of the reflection coefficient. We use the results in Equation (13) and Equation (14) and fit in order to obtain the same result. Both results are shown in Figure 4 .
A small discrepancy is observed for the normal conducting side. This can be attributed to the fact that the two systems in question are different leading to slightly different behaviors in the decay of the superconducting amplitude on the normal side.
However, the agreement between the theoretical calculation in [30] and the results from Equation (13) and Equation (14) is quite good. Especially the order parameter has a jump at the interface as predicted in [32] . Thus it seems legitimate to make a prediction for the evolution of the gap as a function of Γ and x by using Equation (13) and Equation (14) as shown in Figure 5 .
We observe the typical jump of the order parameter at the interface and the reduction of the superconducting order parameter at the interface to the normal conductor. The normal conductor acquires an order parameter over a considerable length scale via the proximity effect. (13) and Equation (14) is shown as the solid line using parameters 1 . The result is compared to the result from [26] for R = 0.5 shown as the dashed curve. 
Conclusion
To conclude, we have calculated the Green's functions at the interface in a normal-superconductor hybrid setup and obtained the resulting gap equation that can be applied for general hybrid superconductor junctions. We calculated the gap for a typical normal-superconductor tunnel junction and analysed the spatial gap dependence using the Ginzburg-Landau formalism. We compared our results to previous results and obtained good agreement.
